Introduction
For decades, some computer scientists have tried to characterize classes of complexity by restricting models of computation. This effort is known as implicit computational complexity. The main goal is to achieve automated certification of the complexity of a program. Some consider also other goals for implicit computational complexity :
• To understand better the complexity of programs. To understand the root of complexity, as suggested by Dal Lago [7] .
• Polytime mathematics, as suggested by Girard [5] • The possibility to prove results of complexity theory.
A milestone in that field was the creation of Light Linear Logic (LLL) by Girard [5] . This subsystem of linear logic characterizes polytime. Many papers improved the system since then. Intuitionistic light affine logic [1] simplified it. Dual light affine logic (DLAL) transformed it in a type system [3] . Light linear logic by levels (L 4 , L 4 0 ) allows more programs and gets rid of the § modality [2] . L 4 is more satisfactory than LLL in two ways : it is more general and it implements stratification in a purer way (see section 2). L 4 0 improves L 4 in both ways. Thus, it would be interesting to create a type system of lambda calculus based on L 4 or L 4 0 . The problem is that the bound for L 4 is proved only for a farfetched strategy, which seems hard to translate in β-reduction. For L 4 0 , no bound on cut reduction has been proved.
In this paper, we will prove a strong polynomial bound (for any reduction strategy) for L 4 and L 4 0 . Then we will define a type system for lambda calculus based on L 4 0 , which enforce a strong polynomial bound for the typed terms (independent of the chosen strategy).
Section 2 introduces the notions of stratification and duplication control, and introduces informally the systems LLL, L 4 and L 4 0 . However [2] only proves a weak bound for L 4 and no bound for L 4 0 . Section 2.2 offers a formal definition of L 4 proof structures. Section 3 present the rules for our context semantics. It is self contained, but the reader might want to read [7] , where the rules are quite similar, for more details.
Section 4 show how we can use context semantics to bound the length of reduction paths. Fundamentally, it is still similar to [7] . However, we introduce other notations.
Section 5 present new work. We introduce some tools to handle levels and then prove the strong polynomial bound for L 4 .
2 LLL, L 4 and L 4 0
The roots of complexity
In the same way that λ-calculus computes functions with the β-reduction, linear logic computes functions with the cut-reduction. It is the elimination of the cut-rules in proofs of linear logic (the Hauptsatz of Gentzen). This elimination is more natural on proof nets, which are graphical representation of proofs. The notion of proof nets will be explained in the next sections. Here, we will use some proof nets to illustrate the roots of complexity. We hope that the general ideas of those examples can be understood without having a precise knowledge of those proof nets.
To investigate the roots of complexity, we begin by looking at the most notorious non-normalizing lambda term : (λx.xx)(λx.xx). A proof net translation of this lambda term is given in figure 1 . It is often said that the cause of this divergence is the fact that x is applied to itself.
However the problem seems to be more subtle, because if we remove the small dotted box (the boxes delimit parts of the proof net to allow duplication), the proof net is normalizing. Another perspective is that, by removing a ? or ! on the formula (crossing a ?D, ?P or !P upward), the edges enter a higher stratum (the different strata are represented by the thickness of the edges). e and f belong to different strata, so we should not let them interact. This restriction is called stratification [4] . With stratification, a term can apply to itself, but can not duplicate itself.
Stratification leads to elementary time (towers of exponentials of constant height). Though stratification gives us a bound on the length of the reduction, elementary time is not considered as a reasonable bound. Figure 2 explains us how the complexity arises. On this proof net, the box A duplicates the box B. Each copy of B duplicates C, each copy of C,... To avoid it, Girard limited the number of ?P -doors of each !-boxes to 1. To keep some expressivity, he introduced §boxes, which are not limited in ?P -doors. We will call the restriction on the number of auxiliary doors duplication control. 
Linear logic by levels
In Light Linear Logic, the two notions of stratification and duplication control are linked. The role of boxes are, usually, to be duplicated. But the only purpose of the §boxes is to preserve stratification. In [2] , Baillot and Mazza separated the two notions. In their Light Linear Logic by Levels, the stratification is assured by a condition on explicit levels. In one version of this logic (L 4 ), the §boxes are removed. In the other version (L 4 0 ), the §modality is altogether removed. Our systems will use the following formulas. It corresponds to the types of the future type system.
The ⊗ is a conjunction. The`is a disjunction, so A B := A ⊥`B represent a function from A to B. The ∀ and ∃ are second order quantifiers. They allow to abstract over types. The ! and ? are specific to linear logic : they control the structural rules (contraction and weakening). The p. and § constructions are respectively specific to L 4 0 and L 4 . They are means to modify levels. They are necessary in those systems to keep some expressivity.
In L 4 , the § door can be placed anywhere in the net, as long as it satisfies the rules of 4. Baillot and Mazza noticed that, in L 4 , the § commutes with every other symbol : in L 4 §(A ⊗ B) is equivalent to §A ⊗ §B, §(!A) is equivalent to !( §A), and so on. Thus, there are many types which are equivalent, whose only difference is the depth where we place the §. This is a pity. We cannot directly apply the function §(A ⊗ B) C to ( §A) ⊗ ( §B). We have to first apply the meaningless ( §A) ⊗ ( §B) §(A ⊗ B). This makes programming complex. So, Baillot and Mazza created L 4 0 . The idea of L 4 0 is to move all the § down to the ground formulas. We also replace those § by an integer representing the number of §. Thus, the types which were equivalent up to the place of the §s, collapse to one.
Similarly we move all the § nodes up to the axioms, to avoid to have too many equivalent proof nets. Because the axioms are not necessarily on ground types, we need the following . : N × F → F :
The state of the art is summarized in figure 3 . We want to create a type system corresponding to L 4 0 in the way DLAL corresponds to LLL. We name this future system DLALL 0 . We intend to use the polynomial bound on L 4 to prove a polynomial bound for DLALL 0 . However the L 4 proved bound is a weak bound : it only stands for a particuliar strategy. And this strategy is quite farfetched. So it is uncertain wether this strategy can be transposed from the cut elimination of L 4 to the β reduction of DLALL 0 . And, were it possible, it is almost sure that the resulting strategy on DLALL 0 λ-terms will be quite farfetched. This is not satisfactory. If we create a real programming language out of DLALL 0 , we would like to have more possibilities for the strategy. We would at least want a polynomial bound for the most usual strategy (call by value, call by name).
Proof nets
Definition 1. A proof-net is a graph-like structure defined inductively by the graphs of figure 4 (G and H being proof-nets).
A L 4 proof-net is a proof-net such that the index on ground types is 0 (hence p = 0 in the axiom rule). A L 4 0 proof-net is a proof-net which does not use the § node. Proof nets computes function with the cut-reduction. We present the rules we use in figures 5 6 7. They are the usual ones, apart from the § and ax rules.
The axiom rules needs some explanations. Informally, we change the level of all edges 'above' the cut in order to have the right level.
Formally, we say that the edge e is above the edge f if there is a directed path from e to f . The tree of e, denoted by T (e), is the set of edges above e. This tree has root e and its leafs are the conclusions of axioms and conclusions of weakening above e. Reducing a cut c whose left premise f is conclusion of an axiom a is :
• Let e be the other premise of the c and f be the other conclusion of the axiom. We delete a and c, and make e coincide with f .
• Let g be an edge of T (e) and A be its label. We change the label to p.A. We can observe that the new pr prouver que l'on est stable :équivalence de notre définition d'un proof net avec une condition de switching
Other vocabulary :
• B G is the set of boxes of the proof net G
• P G is the set of principal doors (edges).
• D G (e) is the set of doors of the box whose principal edge is e. (If, e ∈ P G , then • I G is the set of vertices other than box doors
• σ G (X) is the edge leaving the smallest box containing X by the principal door (X being an edge, a vertex or a box). By convention a box contains itself.
• |X| is the cardinal of the set X
Context semantics
The idea of context semantics is to anticipate cut elimination and speak of the future vertices and edges. That is why we have to differentiate the future copies of a vertex. The following definition will help us doing so.
An exponential stack is a finite stack on N. Those numbers represent choices of premices on ? nodes. The set of exponential stacks is written E (E := ε | 1.E | 2.E).
A potential is a stack of exponential stacks. A node is duplicated whenever a box containing is cut with a ? node. A potential represent all the possible duplications of a node, so there will be an exponential stack for each box containing it. The set of potential is P (P := | E • P).
A multiplicative signature is one of the following characters :`l,`r, ⊗ l , ⊗ r , ∀, ∃. An exponential signature is either §, ! t or ? t with t an exponential stack. The set of signatures is S (S :
A trace is a stack of signatures (exponential or multiplicative). We denote by U the number of exponential signatures in U .
The set of traces is T (T := [ ] | S :: T ).
A polarity is either + or -. The set of polarities is B. We will use the notation b ⊥ for "the polarity dual to b" (+ ⊥ = − and
We extend the notion of dual on traces.
A context is an element (e, U, V, p) of C G = E G × P × T × B. It can be seen as a token that will travel around the net. It is located on edge e (more precisely its future duplicate corresponding to U ) with orientation p and carries information v about its past travel.
The vertices define two relations and → on contexts. The rules are presented in figure 9. For any rule (e, U, V, p) (g, W, X, q) the dual rule (g, W, X ⊥ , q ⊥ ) (e, U, V ⊥ , p ⊥ ) holds as well. → is the union of and →.
The behavious induced by those rule can be understood by observing the path of figures 10.
context semantics and time complexity
A potential box is the couple of a box B and a potential of length ∂(B).
We define similarly the notions of potential edges, potential vertex and so on. However, this notion does not capture the intuitive notion of "future duplicate". Indeed, (B, 47.152) is a potential box, even if it does not correspond to a duplicate of B. In this section we will define the notion of canonical potential, which fix this mismatch.
A context ((u, v), U, V ::! ε , p) is final iff one of the following holds :
Figure 9: Rules of the context semantics
A final context corresponds to the end of a → reduction path. The conditions state that we cannot apply another → rule, and that we have consumed all the initial information.
A copy of a potential box (B, U ) is an exponential signature t such that :
R G (B, U ) corresponds to the duplicates of B, knowing the duplicates of the outter boxes we are in. L G (B) corresponds to all the possible duplicates of B.
A context (e, U, V, p) ∈ C G is canonical iff :
• U is canonical for e
• Whenever V = W ::! t :: Z, (e, U, W ::
G C where C is a final context. The meaning of this definition is contained in the first point. Intuitively a canonical context is a context which comes from the principal door of a box, and corresponds indeed to a potential copy of this box. The second and third point are here for purpose of stability : they are needed for the following lemma. This lemma will allow us to suppose all the contexts we work with are canonical.
Proof. The proof is done by examining each possible transition C = (e, U, V, p) → (f, U , V , p ) = D
• We first need to prove that U is canonical for f .
-If we do not cross a box, U = U and it is canonical for e hence for f because they belong to the same boxes.
-If we enter a box B by the auxiliary door. Then C = (e, U,
C being canonical, according to the second condition, (e, U, ! t , −) . σ(B) belongs to the same boxes as e, so (σ(B), U, ! t , +) . So (B, U ) t . Moreover U is canonical for e so is canonical for σ(B). Hence, ! t • U is canonical for f .
-The other box-crossing transitions are dealt in a similar way.
• Suppose V = W ::! t :: Z , then V = W ::! t :: Z. C is a canonical context, so (e, U, W ::! t , p) . The rules only take into account the first element of the trace, and C → D so (e, U, W ::
Given the definition of and the fact that → is determinist, (f, U , W ::! t , p ) .
• Suppose V = W ::? t :: Z , then V = W ::? t :: Z. C is a canonical context, so (e, U, W ⊥ ::! t , p ⊥ ) . The rules only take into account the first element of the trace, and
. Given the definition of and the fact that → is transitive, (f, U , W ::! t , p ) .
We define two weights W G and T G . In the following, we will prove that W G and T G are respectively a lower bound and an upper bound on the length of the longest cut-reductions sequence. We prove that T G is bounded by a polynomial on W G and |G|. So the bounds are tight up to a polynomial.
Definition 2 (weights).
For every proof-net G, we define
Intuitively, a cyclic proof structure may not normalize. In term of W G and T G : suppose that the cycle consumes some exponential signatures ( s 1 · · · s k ) and that a path corresponding to a copy T of a box B passes through this cycle. Then we can insert s 1 · · · s k as many times as we want in T , creating an infinity of copies for B. We will therefore prove that proof nets are acyclic.
Lemma 2. Suppose that G → S H and H acyclic. Then G is acyclic, T G > T H and W G ≤ W H + 1.
Proof. We will examine some cases :
Observe that
We can also prove that every path of H is a path of G, and every path of G (which neither begin nor end in c, d)is a path of H.
We show by induction on the number of occurence of c, d in the path, that (g, U, V, p) → * H (h, W, X, q).
-if c and d never occur in the path, then it is straightforward. All the rules are local and the graph is changed nowhere except for c and d.
Then the edge before c is either a or b (we suppose a, without loss of generality). And we have (e, U, V, p) → * The other inclusion is similar to prove. Thus, we have an equivalence between paths in G and in H. Thanks to this, we will prove the three properties:
-If G is cyclic, then we can mimick the cycle in H. If the cycle begins in c or d, then we can prove that the cycle can be shifted in order to begin in a, b, e or f . -The paths used for determining copies, begin by conclusions of boxes and finish by conclusions of dereliction weakening, or by pending endges. c and d are none of those. Consequently, for e ∈ P G (e), we can prove by induction on
• !P ?P ?P B cut ?C !P ?P ?P B l !P ?P ?P B r
?C ?C
cut cut
If G was cyclic then we could transpose this cycle to H (by induction on the number of times the cycle crosses B). H is supposed acyclic, so G is acyclic.
For every edge e ∈ B, there is one edge e l ∈ B l and one edge e r ∈ B r . We can prove the following for every e ∈ B G by inducton on ∂(e) and using the fact that all the considered contexts are canonical.
-
If G is a proof-net, then the length of any path of reduction is bounded by T G Proof. Suppose G is a proof-net and G → G 1 → · · · → G n . Then, G n is a proof-net (stability of proof nets modulo with respect to cut-reduction). Proof-net are strongly normalizing, so G n → G n+1 → · · · → G n . According to the previous lemma,
However, the definition of T G is a bit complicated. So, in practice, we'd rather prove bounds on W G . The following lemma allows us to do so, by bounding T G in function of W G .
Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial p such that for every proof-net G, T G ≤ p(W G , |G|)
Proof.
In LLL, the depths of the reducts of an edge are the same as the depth of the original edge. It is the main property that enforces the polynomial bound. In terms of context semantics, this property is : "if (e, U, V, b) → (e , U , V , b ) then ∂(e) + V = ∂(e ) + V ". This is the main property used by Ugo Dal Lago to show the strong polynomial bound for LLL ( [7] ).
The idea of L 4 , is to make levels play the same role as depth in LLL [2] . Indeed, in L 4 , the levels reducts of an edge are the same as the level of the original edge. In terms of context semantics, we want to have the following property : "if (e, U, V, b) → (e , U , V , b ) then l(e) + V = l(e ) + V ". Unfortunately, the → do not abide to this rule. So this rule will only be walid for .
Definition 3 (level of a context).
l(e, U, V, p) = l(e) + V
Proof. By examining all cases of table 9.
Here is the sketch of the proof for the strong polynomial bound of LLL [7] . Suppose t is a copy of the potential box (B, U ), then (by the subterm property and stratification) (σ(B), U, ! t , +) → * (e, V, ! ε , +) with ∂(e) = ∂(B). Because of determinism and the limit on the number of auxiliary doors, the mapping from the copies of B to the couple (e, V ) is an injection. So the number of copies of (B, U ) is bounded by |G| ∂(B) * max ∂(e)=∂(B) (|L G (e)|). Knowing that the sequences in L G (e) are made of copies of boxes of lower level, we can use induction and bound |L G (e)| for any e, depending only on its depth.
A naive attempt to adapt this proof for L 4 will not work. We will still have the statement "the number of copies of (B, U ) is bounded by |G| l(e) * max l(e)=l(B) (|L G (e)|)". However the induction will not work, because the sequences in L G (e) can contain copies of boxes of level higher than the level of e. Boxes of high level can be contained in boxes of low level.
We can bypass this by defining final context, paths and copies restricted to level l. Intuitively, we first only take into account reductions at level 0, then reduction at level ≤ 1, and so on. The induction will not be on the level of the boxes, but on the level restriction we put on the reduction.
We define → /l , relation corresponding to reduction paths where the reduction takes place at level ≤ l.
is l-final iff one of the following holds :
A l-final context corresponds to the end of a → /l reduction path. The conditions state that we cannot apply another → /l rule, and that we have consumed all the initial information.
A truncated copy at level l of a potential box (B, U ) of level ≤ l is an exponential signature t such that : (σ(B), U, ! t , +) → * /l C with C an l-final context. We write (B, U ) /l t . The set of such t is R /l G (B, U ) Let e ∈ B 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ B ∂(e) , a canonical sequence for e truncated at level l is t ∂(e) • · · · • t 1 such that, for all i The following lemma is needed for technical reasons. The idea Lemma 4. Let l be in N. Let B ∈ B G and t a copy of the potential box (B, U ). Let t /l be the truncation of t at level l. Then, there exists a potential vertex (g, V ) such that (σ(B), U,
Proof. t is a truncated copy of (B, U ), so (σ(B), U, ! t , +) → * /l (h, W, ! ε :: Z, c). Let (g, V, X ::! ε , b) be the first context on this path such that the last signature is ! ε . The only transition possible leading to (g, V, X ::! ε , b) is the crossing of a contraction node. So X = [ ] and b = −.
Thanks to determinism and the restriction on the number of auxiliary doors, we can show that the mapping from the copy t to the potential vertex (g, V ) is an injection. But, as hinted before, it is not enough for making an induction. In fact, we can show that the mapping from the restricted copy to (g, V / l) is an injection.
The idea of the proof is the following. Suppose two different restricted copies of B (t and t ) lead respectively to the final contexts (g, V, ! ε , −) and (g, V , ! ε , −) and V /l = V /l . Let's go back from g to σ(B) by the two paths. The only way to have different traces between the two paths is to go out from a box and that the potential for this box is different for the two paths. The potential for boxes of level ≤ l are the same in the two paths. So the only way to have different traces between the two paths is to leave a box of level > l. It is only possible by the auxiliary door (the level of the contexts is ≤ l along the path). So the only difference between the traces of the two paths is on exponential stacks of ? signatures. So, the paths will never separate : when crossing a ?C,`or ⊗ node upward, the head of the traces are the same.
• V differs from V only on ! elements
• the last elements from V and V are equal
Proof. The important case is if (e, U, ? t ::
in particular their potential restricted to the level l are equal. So C g is of the form (g, t • U , V , −). We know that C e → C g , the only possibility is C e = (e, U , ? t :: V, −). It is then straightforward to show C e ∼ /l C e :
• C g ∼ /l C g implies that V differs from V only on ! elements. So ? t :: V differs from ? t :: V only on ! elements.
• The last elements of V and V are equal. The last elements of ? t :: V and ? t :: V are respectively the same as the last elements of V and V . So they are equal.
•
If C e = (e, U, V, +) → /l (g, U,`g :: V, +) = C g (crossing a`downward) and C g ∼ C g then C g = (g, U ,`g :: V , +). So C e = (e, U , V , +). We easily prove C e ∼ C e .
If C e = (e, U, ! i.t :: V, −) → /l (g, U, ! t :: V, −) = C g (crossing ?C upward). C g has the shape (g, U , ! t :: V , −). The only possibility for C e is (e, U , ! i.t :: V , −). We easily prove C e ∼ C e .
If C e = (e, U, ? t ::
. C g has the shape (g, U , ? i.t :: V , −) because V differs from V only on ! elements. The only possibility for C e is (e, U , V •? t , −). We easily prove C e ∼ /l C e .
The other steps are quite similar to the ones above.
Lemma 6. Let e ∈ P G and U a potential for e.
and that a calculus in η-expansed L 4 0 is the same that a calculus in L 4 . The strong polynomial bound result from the following inequality :
The polynomial will only depend of the depth, level of G 0 , and the size and depth of its formulas. Thus, when a L 4 0 is applied to binary strings in normal form, the length of the reduction is bounded by a fixed polynomial on the size of the argument string.
LL L
: the η-expansion increase locally the net, leaving the rest unchanged. T G is a sum over edges. η-expansion will leave most terms unchanged (L G0 (v) = L G1 (v)) and add some terms in the sum.
• T G1 ≤ T G : G 1 is exactly G without some § nodes. The reasoning is similar as above.
• T G ≤ poly(W G ) : we have proved that this is true whatever G
• poly(W G ) ≤ poly(|G|) : we have proved a strong polynomial upper bound for L 4 . W G is a lower bound of the length of the reductions of G.
• poly(|G|) ≤ poly(|G 0 |) : G is just G 0 η-expansed with § made explicit. We show that those operations do not increase the size of the net too much. The exact statement takes into account the level of G 0 , its depth and the maximum size of its formula.
η-expansion is faithul with respect to faithful paths
Definition 5. A potential V is said faithful to a formula F with existential variables X (written F X V ) if : • Crossing an existential, we must restrict (or expand) V
• For the → rule, notice that (h, U, ! t , +) is always faithful when h ∈ B G .
Proof. Let's prove the harder case :
) is a ! formula. So all the contexts in the path are faithful. We will show that transitions between faithful contexts are preserved (this proposition has a defined meaning since all edges of G have a unique reduct in H). Thus, the whole path will be preserved in H and t ∈ R H (B, U ). So we only need to show that transitions between faithful contexts are preserved by η-expansion. Suppose e → G f and e faithful. If either e or f does not neighbour the expanded axiom, then it is straightforward. Else, the faithful condition tells us that there is the right symbol on top of the trace to cross the ⊗,`, !P or ?P symbol (depending on the axiom expended). We verify easily that we get back to the right context.
Proof. Induction on the depth of e.
η-expansion increase
• If e ∈ G 0 and e ∈ G 1 , there exists
Proof. We prove the following property by induction on n :
The lemma is then immediate. 
Let's bound T G0 .
For matters of readability, we will write ∂ for ∂(G), l for l(G), f for max F ∈E G |F |and d for max F ∈E G ∂(F ). Adding 0 or 1 to those symbols designate the corresponding notions for G 0 or G 1 .
Transforming G 0 into G 1 , we replace axioms a by several nodes n 1 , ..., n k .
The DLALL 0 type system It is possible to use the rules of mL 4 or mL 4 0 to type lambda terms. However, such type systems would not be satisfactory, since :
• They do not verify the subject reduction
• The bound is only on cut reduction, and not on β-reduction There was the same issue for LLL : as a type system it did not verify the subject reduction, and there were no satisfactory bound for β-reduction. This problem was solved by Baillot and Terui by creating DLAL in [3] . The idea was to restrict the use of the ! modality to types of the shape !A B. We tried to use the same idea to transform mL 4 0 into a satisfactory type system. Proving the subject reduction directly on type derivations would need a lot of commutation lemmas, to prove that any proof can be transformed in a proof with some properties. Such a proof is often technical and hard to read. In order to have a more elegant proof, we have introduced proofnets adapted to this logical system. They do not carry useless information of order, and are thus easier to handle. The adequacy of those proofnets with respect to the system will be proved in the next section.
The types of DLALL 0 are generated by the following grammar, where X, X ⊥ range over a denumerable set of propositional variables, and p range over N :
Those constructions existed for F, the formulas of L 4 , apart from the ⇒. A ⇒ B means !A B. Those correspendence are formalized by the following embedding of F I into F. It is defined by induction on the formula :
Figure 11: DLALL 0 as a type system for λ calculus In this system, the Church integers correspond to the type ∀X, (0X 0X) ⇒ (1X 1X). We present a type derivation for 2 (figure 12), addition and predecessor. • The edges are labelled by F I × {linear, banged} × {↓, ↑}, following the rules in figure 7 . The variable Z in the premise A[Z/X] of a ∀ link is called the eigenvariable of the link. The eigenvariables are supposed pairwise distinct.
• There are also special edges called jumps, leaving from ?w and ?W nodes (as in [6] 
Figure 12: Type derivation for 2 Figure 13 : Nodes for DLALL 0
• Exactly one dangling edge is labelled ↑.
• Boxes are arborescent subgraphs such that each box has at most two crossing edges. One with conclusion !d or the other (optional) with conclusion ?d.
Definition 8. Let M be a DLALL 0 prenet. A switching of M is a subgraph obtained from M by:
• Deleting exactly one of the lower edges of each λ, Λ or ?c nodes.
• Replacing, for each ∀ link l whose eigenvariable is Z, its premise by an edge among the following :
-itself -The edge between l and a link whose conclusion is labelled by a formula containing Z.
-The edge between l and an ∃ link whose associated formula contains Z.
• Deleting the boxes at depth 0. If there is an auxiliary door, merging it with the principal door.
Definition 9. A DLALL 0 net is A DLALL 0 prenet such that :
• its switchings are connex and acyclic when its boxes are collapsed to a point
• the content of boxes are themselves net
The reduction rules are presented in figure 15 . The handling of jumps is omitted on this figure. When a target of a jump is deleted, the jump must be redirected. For the multiplicative rules, we chose the node under the right edge of the application. For the duplication rule, we redirect all jumps towards the ?c node. For the weakening rule, the ?w rule. For the dereliction rule, the δ node. For the fusion rule, the !d node. Proof. The first property is easily proved by checking that each rule is coherent with the context : when two edges are merged, they have the same type, linearity information and direction. The second property needs a more careful analysis. We will only detail the multiplicative case. For all exterior switching, for all interior switching , the combination must be a tree. The interior switching can lead to one of the two following structures (independently of the exterior switching). So :
• For all exterior switching, t must be linked to either s, u or v. And only this link must exist.
• For all exterior switching, s must be linked to either t, u or v. And only this link must exist.
So for all exterior switching, s must be linked with t and only this link exist. We can then easily verify the switching condition for the reduct. 
